Keep a Tape Measure Handy
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A small, retractable tape measure is handy to keep in
the kitchen drawer. Recipes often specify the distance
between cookies on a cookie sheet or the dimensions to
roll out dough for making bread. Using a tape measure
takes the guesswork out of choosing the correct size
baking dish or pan called for in the recipe.
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Keep one tape measure just for kitchen use so it stays
clean and handy when you need to measure. A
retractable tape works better than a ruler because the
tape can measure small distances as well as anything
longer than 12 inches, such as a 9x13-inch baking dish.
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Inches, ounces, or cups—careful measuring helps kid to
be successful in the kitchen.
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For recipes: Contact your county extension office in Kansas or visit
the website at www.kidsacookin.ksu.edu
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